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 CPI champs. When Will Smith’s character asked why he was among a group of Men-in-Black candidates, the answer 
was, “we are the best of the best of the best, sir!”  Here we present the corporate equivalent—our list of the best 
performing, most value-adding, highest-CPI-ranking firms in America, by industry, in order of sales.  

 

 

  

All data as of December 1, 2016 

CPI, for corporate performance index, is a summary score of financial excellence that rates a company against its 
industry peers on a percentile scale.  It tends to confirm a company’s TSR rank when the rank is right, challenges 
TSR when it is wrong, and explains the factors that are determining TSR in any case. 

Free CPI reports on 20,000 global tickers are available at http://pub.evadimensions.com/cpiexpress 
 

http://pub.evadimensions.com/cpiexpress
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The CPI Champs were selected by picking the stocks in the Russell 3000 universe that had the highest CPI scores in 

their industries.  This is not a list of the absolute best companies, but best relative to their industries.  One indication: 

among the larger companies, EVA Margins range from 29.1% for VISA and 25.0% for Facebook to -4.9% for Exxon Mobil 

and 0.3% for Tesoro, both of which are faring relatively well considering the disastrous conditions in the oil patch.  

We also restricted the list to companies with revenues over $500 million to highlight better known and more 

substantial firms.  This means the winners don’t all score 100 on CPI.  Home Depot, for example, appearing third on the 

tally sheet, snags the top slot among home improvement and furnishings retailers with a CPI of only 87.  Tile Shop has a 

higher score, but with only $319 million in sales it was left out. 

As expected, the list features many acknowledged leaders and household names, such as Apple, Dow Chemical, 

Nike, Netflix, and Monster Beverage.  This is the best of the best, after all.  But many lesser known firms qualify as well.  

The best bank in America, appearing fourth from the bottom of the list below, is the Bank of the Ozarks, with revenues 

of only $615 million, but a truly sterling set of EVA statistics. 

The revenues of the industry winners range from massive to comparatively miniscule, which may come as a surprise.  

One might imagine that larger companies would dominate, given inherent scale advantages.  Or one might believe that 

smaller, nimbler, disruptive companies would have the edge.  Our research refutes both suppositions.  Across the full 

Russell 3000 universe, the correlation coefficient between CPI and the natural log of sales is +5%, equivalent to an R-

The CPI Champs (Continued) 
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squared of .25%.  This means there is only the very slightest tendency for larger firms to generate higher CPI scores.  It is 

fairer to say that there is no bias either way, which means, as far as CPI is concerned, there is no compelling reason for a 

board to limit a peer group comparison to companies of comparable size, as many do.  There is instead every 

opportunity to broaden peer groups across the size spectrum and gain statistical significance in making comparisons.      

Many of the CPI Champs had to achieve major improvements to reach the top.  Oil refiner and marketer Tesoro 

($26B sales) added 50 CPI points over the past three years to do it (the table shows its current CPI score is 100, and 3 

years back—labelled Prior CPI Score—it was 49.6).  Tech distributor CDW added 32 CPI points, Air Products, 49, Netflix, 

24, Hasbro, 76, and Sealed Air, a whopping 92.  These firms are to be congratulated for their dramatic ascents.  But they 

also should realize how precarious sits the crown.  Upstarts, turnarounds, technology disruptions, and plain mistakes 

frequently intervene and make it tough to stay on top.   Sealed Air, for example, displaced former industry leader 

Packaging Corporation of American, which tumbled from a CPI score of 100 to 55 over the past three years. 

The table above also lists the gap between the champs’ CPI scores and their 3-year TSR ranks (9th column from left).  

The spread is often quite large.  World Wrestling Entertainment, for example, with $700 million in sales, produced just a 

33rd percentile TSR among entertainment companies despite scoring a perfect 100 on CPI.  In fact, the list is riddled with 

Dangerfields, as we call them—firms that ascended to the top of their businesses, usually in the making over many 

years, but that have not created value as fast as some or even many of their peers in recent years.  Out of the 92 

industry winners, 41 of them, or 45%, are colored blue, are outliers with CPI scores well above their 3 year TSR ranks.  

Once again, unlike CPI, TSR has far more to do with the timing of when the market recognizes or forecasts that value will 

be created than the actual creation of value.  That is especially a problem when identifying truly excellent companies.   

Apple is at the very top of our prestigious list, and the 

largest company on it.  It’s worthwhile to take a close look at it if 

only because the raw values are so staggering.  Apple’s sales are 

running at a four-quarter rate of $215 billion, EVA profits, net of 

the cost of capital, are $30.7 billion– that’s EVA, not sales—and 

the company trades for a market-to-book wealth premium, or 

MVA, of over $450 billion.  Phew.   Apple has certainly climbed a 

very, very tall mountain and made a great number of people very wealthy in the process.  And its 3-year TSR is ranked 

93rd percentile, so in this case TSR and EVA agree—Apple’s been a great company. 

The EVA stats tell a similar story.  Apple’s EVA is 14.3% of sales, the highest profit margin in its business, and 

impressive by any standard.  Its MVA is $2.11 per $1 of sales, 90th percentile.  EVA has increased at the trend line 

average rate of 1.5% of lagging sales a year, 88th percentile.  The one weakness in Apple’s CPI numbers is that the market 

is pricing essentially no growth in EVA into the stock.  That’s right.  Investors believe Apple has fully ripened from an EVA 

perspective, and that going forward the erosion in EVA from maturing products and saturating markets will cancel the 

EVA Apple might generate from 

new products and markets, 

leaving EVA essentially flat 

forever, a sobering statistic. 

The chart at left plots Apple’s 

Market Implied Momentum as a 

blue line versus the 25th and 75th 

percentile values among peers in 

its industry, in red and green, and 
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at right, the corresponding percentile score.  Over time, investors’ expectations trended down.  That’s not unusual.  As 

time passes and the potential value creation that investors originally foresaw is realized, the ratio of expected growth to 

current sales naturally comes down.  But the corporate cooling tendency is more than just that.  Corrosive forces are at 

work.  Competition, saturation, substitution, fading fads, bureaucratic creep, overpriced acquisitions and plain blunders 

tend to sap economic vitality of any company in a process Joseph Schumpeter labelled creative destruction.  It is very 

difficult for management to constantly reinvent the firm and stay on the edge and surprise investors by extending the 

economic life of the business.   Time will tell if Apple can do it, but investors are not betting on it.           

One caveat as you peruse the CPI Champs:  Some industries are so sparsely populated that the winner isn’t 

necessarily terrific (though it may be).  The statistical significance is questionable for Exxon Mobil, for instance, because 

it is one of only three integrated oil and gas companies left in America these days.  Industries comprised of 8 or fewer 

companies are salmon colored in the table, so you know.  Most of those contain 6-8 companies, for example, there are 

only six construction materials and tobacco companies—too few to say the company at the top is truly outstanding. 

Up next –We present our year-end target list—the 50 firms with bullseyes on their backs.  With CPI and TSR both 

raising red flags, these companies have no where to run, no where to hide.   It’s the list you don’t want to be on.  GE is 

on the list. 
 
 

Want a fuller explanation of EVA and CPI?  Then tune into a 30 minute video-cast conducted by our CEO, 

Bennett Stewart.  Click here: Using the CPI Corporate Performance Index to Fix TSR Flaws 
 

Want free CPI reports and analyses of EVA vs. MVA on the 20,000 global tickers that we track with daily 

updates?  Visit http://pub.evadimensions.com/cpiexpress 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check out testimonial 
videos from senior 

executives using EVA 

Click here for CPI Express 
Licensing Options 

Enter a company name or ticker to access the CPI Snapshot Report 

 

 Enter a company name or ticker to access the CPI Snapshot Report and EVA vs. MVA chart 

https://youtu.be/fMV5R8JRebc
http://pub.evadimensions.com/cpiexpress

